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Some Congruence Theorems for Closed Hypersurfaces

in Riemann Spaces

(Part I: Method based on Stokes' Theorem)

Dedicated to the memory of Mrs. Anja Hopf

by Yoshie Katsurada, Sapporo

Introduction

L Usually two point sets F, F of a metric space R are called "congruent" if there
exists an isometric mapping of R onto itself carrying F into F. However we shall use

a more gênerai notion of congruence : a group G of 1-1-mappings T of R onto itself
shall be distinguished ; then F, F are called congruent modulo G if there exists a

mapping Te G with T(F) F. A "congruence theorem" is a statement saying "F and
F are congruent modulo G".

2. Our spaces R shall be (ra+ l)-dimensional Riemann spaces and F= W, F= W
shall be m-dimensional closed (several times differentiable) hypersurfaces. Two known
spécial congruence theorems, namely theorems V and A as stated below, form our
starting point: W, ffî %xz closed surfaces in the euclidean space R E3; a differentiable

mapping </> of JFonto JFis given; we consider the straight Unes (pp) Connecting
the points p e W with their images p 4>{p)\ in order to exclude certain exceptions we
further assume that the set of points in which (pp) is tangent to W or W does not
hâve inner points. H and H are the mean curvatures of W and W respectively. Then
the mentioned theorems read as follows :

Theorem V : Ifail straight Unes (pp) are parallel to one another and if H(p) H(p)
for all/?e W, the surface JFis produced from ^by simple translation in the direction
of (pp). W and W are therefore congruent (in the elementary sensé).

Theorem A: If ail straight lines (pp) go through a fixed point o (which does not
lie on W or W) and if, assuming that |jc| means the distance of a point x from o,

then Wis produced from W through a "homothety" "similarity") with the center
o. Therefore W and W are similar (in the elementary sensé).

Both of thèse theorems are "congruence theorems" in the sensé explained under 1. :

in Theorem V, G is the group of translations in the direction of the straight lines (pp)
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since the translations are isometric, Theorem V is an ordinary theorem of elementary
geometry. In Theorem A, G is the group of homotheties with the center o. - Thèse

theorems are, by the way, known not only for m 2 but for arbitrary m of m-dim-
ensional hypersurfaces in the euclidean Em+1 (cf. [1], [2], [3]).

3. Now, the aim of H. Hopf and the présent author was to formulate as gênerai
as possible a theorem valid in arbitrary spaces and containing theorems V and A as

spécial cases. We consider a Riemann space R Rm+1 and a continuous differentiable

1-parameter group G of 1-1-mappings Tx of R onto itself (the group parameter t,
— oo<T< + oo,is assumed to be always canonic, i.e. TXl• TT2 TXl +T2). The orbits (or
streamlines) of the points of R produced by Tx are regular curves covering R simply ;

in particular Tx has no fixed point for t^O. (In the case of Theorem V is R E3 and
the orbits are parallel straight Unes; in the case of Theorem A is R E3 — o and the
orbits are the straight lines through o, not including o.) In R a closed hypersurface
W= Wm shall be given; to each point peW we attribute a parameter value t t(/?)
in such a manner that p=Tx(p)p form a regular hypersurface ffî= Wm and that the

mapping <\>:p-+p and W-*ffîi§ regular. Furthermore we assume, as under 2. that the

set of points in which orbits are tangent to W or W, has no inner points.
Now we consider an additional hypersurface Wp= Tx(p) Wfor each/?e W: the point

p lies therefore on W and \VP. The mean curvatures of W, W, Wp are H, H, Hp and

we assume Wp such that

Hp(p) for each peW. (1)

(If G consists of isometries of R, we always hâve Hp(p) H(p), so that the condition
(1) simply means H(p) H(p) as in Theorem V. In the case of Theorem A, TT(p) is

the homothety with the similarity factor \p\ • \p\~* ; this leads to Hp(p)= \p\ \p\~~1 H(p)
so that (1) is also the relation between H and H assumed in Theorem A.)

4. The assumptions formulated under 3. shall be valid. Our aim is to prove with
as few other restrictions as possible the following theorem: Thefunction r(p) is

constant, i.e. independent ofp; with other words: W is one of the hypersurfaces W=TXW,
or : W is congruent W modulo G.

In the following Part I of this paper we shall prove this for the case that the

transformations TT are homothetic, and somewhat more gênerai, that they are
conformai (either ail properly conformai or ail improperly conformai). In ail thèse para-
graphs we are treating intégral formulas which are deduced using Stokes' theorem.

In Part II (which H. Hopf and the présent author hope to publish soon) the

limitation to homothetic or conformai transformations will be dropped but on the

other hand some more stringent restrictions concerning the relative position of the

hypersurfaces W to the transformations Tx will hâve to be adopted. The method of
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proof will be based upon the maximum principle for the solutions of elliptic dif-
ferential équations.1)

§ 1. Some intégral forais for closed hypersurfaces

We suppose an m+ 1-dimensional Riemann space Rm+i of class Cv (v^3) which
admits an infinitésimal point transformation

xi^xi + ^i(x)ôx (1.1)

(where x* are local coordinates in Rm+1 and £*' are the components of a contravariant
vector Ç). We assume that the orbits of the transformations generated by £ cover
jRm+1 simply and that <!; is everywhere continuous and ^0. Let us choose a coordinate

System such that the orbits of the transformations are new x1 -coordinate curves, that
is, a coordinate System in which the vector Ç has components Çi ô\9 where the

symbol ô^ dénotes Kronecker's delta; then (1.1) becomes as foliows

xi xi + ô[ôx (1.1')

and Rm+1 admits a one-parameter continuous group G of transformations which are

1-1-mappings of i£m+1 onto itself and are given by the expression

*' x' + è\x (1.2)

in the new spécial coordinate System ([4]).
If the infinitésimal transformation (1.1) is isometric, homothetic, conformai, affine

motion etc., we shall call the one-parametric group G itself isometric, homothetic,
conformai, affine motion, etc.

Now we consider two hypersurfaces Wm and ffîm of class Cv imbedded in Rm+l

which do not p$ss through a singular point of the tangent vector field of the orbits,
and are given as follows

Wm:xi xi{ua) f l,...,m + 1 a= l,...,m
Wm\5t x\u*) + ô\%(u*) (1.3)

where u* are local coordinates of Wm and t is a continuous function attached to each

point of the hypersurface Wm. We shall henceforth confine ourselves to Latin indices

running from 1 to ra +1 and Greek indices from \ to m.

As is known from (1.3) we can attach a transformation Tt(p)eG to each point on
the hypersurface Wm, such that it dépends regularly on p; that is, we hâve

x) Our papers (Part I and Part II which are common works by H. Hopf and the présent author)
hâve been presented in 1958 at the International Congress of Mathematicians in Edinburgh; a

summary has appeared in the "Abstracts of short communications and scientifîc programme", p. 114.
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as the transformation Tt(Po) attached to p0 whose coordinates are wj, then the corre-
sponding hypersurface Wm indicated by (1.3) is regarded as a set of the point
p=Ttip)(p) and we also consider the hypersurface T- Wm for any Te G.

In this section, the purpose of our study is to introduce some intégral forms which
we need in order to prove our congruence theorems.

Let us dénote the mean curvature ([5], p. 250), the normal unit vector, the area
élément, etc. of a hypersurface S in Rm+1 at a point qeS, by H(S, q), nl(S, q), dA (S, q),
etc. respectively.

For a while, we shall confine ourselves to the case m 4-1 3 to let an explanation
be easy. We consider the following invariant attached to each point p on the surface

êlJk(n--n')ô{T(u*)dxk
^

(1.4)

where h1 means nl(Tx(p) W, p) and dxk a displacement along ffîm, i.e., dxk
a

du*, and

def /

g being the déterminant of the metric tensor gtJ of Rm+1, and the symbol eljk meaning
plus one or minus one, depending on whether the indices ij h dénote an even permutation

of 1 2 3 or an odd permutation, and zéro when two or three indices hâve
the same values ([6], p. 7). Throughout this paper repeated lower case Latin indices
call for summation 1 tom+1 and repeated lower case Greek indices for summation
1 to m. Every quantity at the corresponding point p on ffîm is denoted by a symbol
bar. Then we obtain locally the differential expression

ôilêUjknlôJl{x(u*)d21x* -àllëUjknlôJiltd21xk (1.5)

where the symbol ô means the covariant differential along the surface Wm, and the

symbol [ ] means alternating in 2 (see [5], p. 14), e.g.

^ihjk(nl-nl)ô\lTd21xk i{ôiëljk(nl-nl)ô\xd2xk-ô2ëljk(nl~

The first term of the right-hand member of (1.5) is written in the form

^[îêi^^^ii^^i^^^jk^i^^iii^^i^ + ë.^/î^p^ftiT)^]^. (1.6)

The first term of the right-hand member of (1.6) becomes as follows

£Ijik^[i^l^j/i|T^2]^fc= Hnlôl1xdÂ,

the second term of the right-hand member of (1.6) is rewritten in the form

fcw**l<Mô|i|T)d2]^ êIjk/îl<î[^^ (1.7)
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Furthermore applying the relations

ï* du» du*
([6], p. 8, ex. 9),

(1.8)

where g* means the déterminant of the metric tensor gafi on the surface Wm and
slmk means (l/>/g)e*mk, elmk having the same meaning as the symbol elmk, we can see

that the first term of the right-hand member of (1.7) is developed as follows

where the symbol dénotes mixing ([5], p. 14). Consequently the first term of the

right-hand member of (1.5) becomes

<>li £\ijknlài\id21xk Hniô\xdÂ
"n - r(jl)lnlnJ)xdÂ + êijkniô[dnxd2^xk. (1.9)

Next we shall calculate the second term of the right-hand member of (1.5):

+ sijkniôilôfl\Td2iX* + êijkfilô{ dtltd2]xfc. (1.10)

First we must discuss in détail the following quantity

on1 dhl + F) knj dxk (1.11)

where dnl means the infinitésimal term of the order one of nl(Tt(p+dp) Wm9l

nl{Txip) Wm,p); therefore we can express it as follows

dît nl{T<p+dp) Wm9p + dp) - nf(Tr(p) Wm, p)

nl'(Tt(p+,p) Wm9p + dp) - n\Tx{p) Wm9p + dp)

+ nl(Tx(p) Wm,p + dp) - nl(Tx(p) Wm,p)

excepting the infinitésimal terms of the higher order than one, where p + dp Tx(p)

(p+dp), that is, the point on the surface Tx{p) Wm corresponding to p + dpe Wm\ its
coordinates are

xl xl(u + du) + ô\ t(u)

Since the différence between the two normal vectors ni(Tt(p+dp)Wm,p + dp) and

ni(Tx(p) Wm9p + dp) which correspond to the same point p + dpe Wm dépends only on
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the jc^coordinate value, the following expression is obtained

n'(T«p+dp) Wm,p + dp) - n'{TTip) Wm,p + dp) [J-zl) dx
\0X Ju + du

excepting the infinitésimal terms of the higher order than one and the infinitésimal
terms of the order one of the différence between the two normals at the points p and

p-h dp on the surface TT(p) Wm is the differential of the normal on the surface Tt(p) Wm :

3n\ that is,
3nl nl(Txip) Wm,p + dp) - nl(Txip) Wm9p)

excepting the infinitésimal terms of the higher order than one. Accordingly (1.11)

may be rewritten by symbols 6 and S :

ônl ônl + hnl

with

(1.12)

ônl and 5nl show the covariant differentials of nl along the x^curve and the surface

Tt(p) Wm respectively.
Therefore the first term of the right-hand member of (1.10) is reformed as follows

+ ëljkàii(nl)à\i\ïd21xk. (1.13)

For the first term of the right-hand member of (1.13) we hâve

slJJtl(nl)ôillxd2,xk Hnlô\xdÂ (1.14)

where the quantities with a wave mean the following

ff=H(Txip) Wm,p), nt ee nt{Tx{p) Wm,p),
dÂ àA (Txip) Wm, p), dx dx (Tt(p) Wm, p).

We can see easily that dx — dx from the above définition.
On the other hand, making use of the expression indicated by (1.3):

dx1 dx1 + ô\ dx

and dxl dx\ we hâve

êijkdiix' d21ixk llJkdnx3 d2}xk + 2êljkô{dilxd21xk
and we get

dÂnx dÂnx + 2ëlJkô{dllx d21 xk,
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that is,

sljkô{ d{lTd21xk i(dÂnt - dÂn), (1.15)
and the relation

dÂfilô\ =dÂntô\. (1.16)

For the second term of the right-hand member of (1.13), the following calculations
are developed :

(k
\(dnl
U

because of the relation ô(nl)nl 0 at which we arrive by differentiating covariantly
nlnt= 1 along the x^curve. Now calculating the partial denvative of h1 indicated in
the form

_.,ènal dxp dxqs

with respect to the Je1, g* being the déterminant of the metric tensor g*p on the surface

~* * m
dxl ÔXJ

and multiplying its resuit by nl and contracting with respect to the index i, we get

ôx1 l dxl

Thus it follows that

5F"1 nJ + l^ÊP**1) **'+ r] l nln}xdÂ- (U7)

Moreover the second term of the right-hand member of (1.10) is expressed as

follows

^ Wnir\l-rilnlnJ)xdÂ. (1.18)

Substituting the resuit of (1.13) which is replaced by the right-hand member of (1.14),
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(1.17) and (1.18) in the right-hand member of (1.10), we hâve

xk Hn,ô\xdÀ +

(1.19)

Now substituting (1.9) and (1.19) in the right-hand member of (1.5) and making use

of(1.15) and (1.16), we hâve

hi e,, j k(«¦-«")ô\, t c/2] xk (//- H)n, ô\ x dÂ +

+
X

- H)ntô\rdÂ +l

ôx

From the property of a Riemann connection that the covariant differential of a scalar

îs equal to an ordinary differential, we arrive at

|

(H-H) n, 5', t dif + i G,, («• - «') («J - nJ) x dÂ

+ i(n1- n1) (n, - «,) (d^ + dl), (1.20)

putting
èèl1 nonj^~a?' (L21)

where the quantity Gtj is expressed as follows

and dglkldxx are the components of the Lie derivative of glk with respect to this

spécial coordinate System ([7], p. 4). Hence the quantity Gtj is a tensor.

In the case of m-h 1 ^ 3, we take the following invariant attached to each point on
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the hypersurface ffîm

P (fîil — W11^ ft2 T A Y*3 A Yim+leiii2...im+i\n —n)oixa2x ...amx

where d2x\..., dmxl indicate m— 1 displacements along Wm and

where the symbol eh im+1 means plus one or minus one, depending on whether the
indices il im+l dénote an even permutation of 1 2 3 ra+1 or an odd permutation,

and zéro when at least two indices hâve the same value ([5], p. 25). Then,
following a similar method and using similar relations,

and

èil...,m+X2d^d2xh...dmlxi-^ {^L{dAnil - dÂli,,), (1.22)
m

we get easily the resuit

(- 1 )""{(#- H) ntè\xdÂ + — G, j(nl - «') («; - nJ)rdÂ
(^ 1m

+ — («( - «,) («f - «') (^ + dl)l (1.23)
2m

where the symbol [ ] means alternating in m ([5], p. 14) and dÂ and dÂ are the area
éléments of the hypersurfaces Wm and \Vm at /? respectively.

In the case of m-h 1 2, let us take the following

then, by using the analogous method, we can see the chain of the following equalities

d {è^iri1 - n>) ô{ t} ô {i,,-(«' - »') ô{ t}

- {a(ft/a{) - s(gtJVs{)} x - gu{il - ô{ dx

- (icgijôi nJds + rUk)l tJtkds) -licgijôi nJds
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(because of ô{ dx dxJ - dxJ V ds - 1J ds)

- {R-^g^ô

+ i(n,-nt)(nl-n')(ds + ds)

(because of g, } ô[ iiJ ds gtJ ô\ nJ ds)

xsJpê"'(nl,-nl,)(nq-nq)rds
+ $(n,-fil)(nl-n')(ds + ds)

(because of gpq t" t" + «"««)

(because of êJpè"> g"g" - gplgJ"),
that is,

ds, j (if - n')ô\x - {(k - k)H, ô\ i ds

+ | Gl} («' - h1) {n1 - n1) xdS + \ (», - «,) («' - ff) (ds + ds)

where t', s, and k are the tangent unit vector, the arc length, and the curvature of the
curve Wm respectively; and

V s f(Txip) Wm, p), S s s(Tt{p) Wm, p), k^ k(THp) Wm, p)

Therefore the relation (1.23) holds good in every case for m +1 ^2.
If we take the m displacements in the left-hand member of (1.23) as follows

d, u° (du1, 0,.. 0), d2u* (0, du2, 0,..., 0)

dmu* (0,0,...,dum)

and multiply by m\, then it shows the exterior differential of the differential form of
degree m-\ by means of E. Cartan ([8], p. 81 ; [5], p. 97). Accordingly (1.23) be-
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cornes

-d((n-n, ôlx, dx,..., dx))

\)m\{H- Ë)n,ô\tdÂ + — Gu(nl - n')(nJ - nJ)xdÂ (1.24)
2m

where

((* - n, S, t, dX,..., dxft^'è^
...Im +

1(«1'1 - nh)ô\2Td2xh c/mxl'- + 1, (1.25)

that is, the differential form of degree m— 1 with respect to the du*.

If the hypersurfaces Wm and ffîm are orientable, integrating both members of
(1.24) over the whole hypersurface Wm and applying Stokes' theorem, we hâve

~ f ((n - «, 54 t, dx,..., dx)) (- lfj f (^ - ^) nt6\

dw

\xdÂ

— f GtJ(nl - n1){nj - nj)xdÂ + (1.26)
2m J

and if the hypersurfaces Wm and JFm are closed, then it follows that

f (R- R)ii&xdÂ + — f Gu{nl - n1)(nj - nj)xdÂ +
J 2m J

2m J
w

(1.27)

Wm

Especially we consider the differential form of degree m — \ for t= 1 in (1.25),

((n-n,ôudx9...,dx)),
then we can see easily

f (R - R) ntô[ dÂ + — f Gu(nl - n1) (nJ - nJ)dÂ 0 (1.28)

for the closed orientable hypersurfaces Wm and ffîm.
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§ 2. Supplementary theorems

Theorem 2.1. Iftwo hypersurfaces Wm and ffîm in Rm+i whose points correspond
along the orbits of the transformations eG, are closed orientable andfulfil the relation

R=H,
then itfollows that

\ Glj(nl-nl)(nJ-nl)dÀ 0.

Proof This theorem is selfevident from (1.28).

Corollary. If the hypersurfaces Wm and ffim are closed and orientable and if
the relation /f=/f holds, and if we shall assume that the invariant Glj{nl — nl){nj — nj)
is non-negative (or non-positive) at every point on the hypersurface Wm, then it
follows that

Gu{nl -nl)(nj -nj) Q

at every point on the hypersurface Wm.

Theorem 2.2. If G is conformai, that is, £l satisfies the équation Çi.j + Çj.i
([7], p. 32), then itfollows that

where <f> is a scalar function and the symbol ";" dénotes the covariant derivative.

Proof. In the spécial coordinate System, a necessary and sufficient condition that
the infinitésimal transformation be conformai, is that

accordingly we hâve

and it follows that

Gu {(m + 1) $ + $} gtj -
Corollary 1. If G is homothetic ([7], p. 166), that is, Ç satisfies f J; s + Çj; t 2 Cgt j

(C=const), then the relation

holds.
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Corollary 2. If G is isometric, then it follows that Gt 0.

Theorem 2.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that dgijlôxl=0 is that 0^ 0.

Proof. The necessity of the condition is selfevident from the définition of (?fj;
hence it will be enough only to show that the relation: ôglJldx1=0 is induced from
6,,=0.

From the définition :

and the relations :

we hâve

<teu9 (2A)

where tf — x^if) dénotes the hypersurface Tx(p) Wm, g*ap is the contravariant metric
tensor on Tx(p) Wm and

Multiplying both members of (2.1) by nlhJ and contracting with respect to the indices
/ and j, we hâve

By making use of 0^=0, we can see that

and we get

Moreover multiplying by glj and contracting, we hâve

dx1
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from (2.2) and accordingly we hâve

m — r n n 0.
dx

From the above resuit and (2.3), it follows that

=0. (2.4)
dx

§ 3. Main theorems

We shall prove the following congruence theorem concerning the mean curvature
for closed hypersurfaces with the aid of the statements in the preceding sections. We
shall henceforth confine ourselves to two hypersurfaces Wm and Wm which do not
contain a pièce of a hypersurface covered by the orbits of the transformations, which
is expressed by/(jc2,..., xm+1) 0.

Theorem 3.1. If the hypersurfaces Wm and Wm are closed and orientable, and if
there exists the relation

H=H

at corresponding points along the orbits of the transformations, and if the following
condition is satisfied

Gitfl-nl){n? -nJ)^0 (or S 0)

at every point on the hypersurface Wm, then Wm and ffîm are congruent mod G to each

other.

Proof For the closed orientable hypersurfaces Wm and Wm, we can see (1.27>
that is

f (H-H)nlô\TdÂ+
1 f Gt^rf-n1)^3 -hJ)xdÂ

l \(nl-fil)(nl-nl)(dÂ+dÂ) 0.
m J2 m

wm

Let us use the hypothèses: H=Hand Gl3{nl-nl)(nJ-nJ)^0 (or <;0). Then from
the corollary of Theorem 2.1, we hâve
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at every point on Wm, accordingly we obtain

J (nt - nt)(nl - nl)(dÂ+dÂ) 0.

From dÂ+dÂ>0, we conclude

The relation: nl=nl gives rise to

nt nt.

<3jcm+1

and

because of x' (u")=x' («") for i=2,..., m +1.
dx' dx'

From (3.1), n2=n2,...,nm+l=nm+i and ^=^1;» we have

0
duli du2 a

5t ôx2ôx4 ôxm+1

du11 du2 du3 ôumi

ôz dx2 ôx'

0

0
du11 Ou2 3um]

Let M be a set of points on the hypersurface JF™ which satisfy

dx2 dxm+l

du11 ôum]
0.

Ôx2 dxm+l

(3.1)

(3.2)

Then since

at a point on Wm-M, the following relation must hold

dx dx

du1=='" dûm 0'

that is,

t const.,

and also for the reason that t is a continuous function with respect to u* and for the
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reason that Wm and Wm do not contain a pièce of a hypersurface covered by the
orbits of the transformations, we conclude

t const.

at every point on Wm. This fact shows that Wm and ffîm are congruent mod G.

Further from Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.1, we can conclude the following

Corollary 1. If G is a conformai group such that Ç satisfies ^;7 + ^;/
with the condition <£^0 (or ^0), and if the closed orientable hypersurfaces Wm and
ffîm fulfil the relation H=ff, then Wm and ffîm are congruent mod G.

As a spécial case of the last corollary, we get

Corollary 2. If G is homothetic, and if the closed orientable hypersurfaces Wm

and Wm fulfil the relation ff=Ë, then Wm and ffîm are congruent mod G.

Next we examine the problem: How is the relation H=H rewritten by the corre-
sponding invariants of the hypersurfaces Wm and ffîm in the case that G is
homothetic?

Let us consider again the infinitésimal transformation (1.1). Then as well-known,
the Lie derivative of an affine connection F) k is as follows

L r' k | gil {(L g,,); k + (L g, k). j - (L gj k).,} ([7], p. 52) (3.3)

where the symbol L means the Lie derivative.
Because the infinitésimal transformation is homothetic, we hâve the relation

Lglj 2Cglj (3.4)

C being a constant. Replacing Lgtj by 2Cgu in the right-hand member of (3.3), we

get

that is, a condition for an affine motion ([7], p. 7).

In our spécial coordinate System the last resuit is expressed in the form

^ 0 ([7], p. 34) (3.5)

and (3.4) becomes

that is,

Su eV)gu(*V.-,*m+1) (3.6)
where

(e(xl)) é"1 (3.7)
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which is a scalar function attachée to each point on the orbits of the transformations.
We suppose a hypersurface Wm which is obtained from Wm by the infinitésimal

transformation and dénote thèse hypersurfaces in the forms

Wm:xi xi{ua)

#m:*' xV) + *i^ (3*8)

where ôt is an infinitésimal constant.
In the case of m+1 §;3, the mean curvatures at the corresponding points on thèse

hypersurfaces are given by

|g*«' ([5], p. 250) (3.9)
\cu our vu our j

and

Now from (3.5) we can see

From (3.6), for the corresponding normals and metric tensors, the following relations
are induced

q(x) q (x)
and by virtue of (3.8) we get

dxl
_

dxl 3V ô2xl

Substituting (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) in the right-hand member of (3.9) and making
use of (3.10), we hâve

qH q(x)H. (3.14)

In the case of m+1 =2, the curvatures at the corresponding points on thèse curves

are expressed by
dxjd*M

2x> dxjdx

from (3.11) and the following relations

dt g (x) dt g (x) _

ds q(x) ds' l
q (x)
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dx'

dt ~
dx'

dt'

QK

d2x'
~dt2 ~

q(x)k.

d2xl

'dt2

we obtain similarly

Thus the relation (3.14) holds in every case m+1 ^2. And also the relation (3.14)
means that the quantity q H does not change under a homothetic infinitésimal
transformation. Therefore repeating continuously this infinitésimal homothetic transformation,

we can see that the relation (3.14) is given for the finite transformation as

where t is a finite constant. Thus we can arrive at

QH Q(x)H(Tx(p)Wm,p) (=qS)
Consequently the assumption H=H is rewritten as follows

Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.1 becomes the following

Theorem 3.2. If G is homothetic, and if the hypersurfaces Wm and Wm are closed

orientable andfulfil the relation

at the corresponding points on the hypersurfaces Wm and Wm along the orbits of the

transformations eG, then Wm and Wm are congruent mod G, where Q ecx

Especially in the case of C=0, the homothetic transformation becomes isometric,
and in this case we hâve g= 1, and Theorem 3.2 becomes the following

Corollary. If G is isometric, and if the hypersurfaces Wm and Wm are closed

orientable and fulfil the relation
H H

at the corresponding points on the hypersurfaces Wm and Wm along the orbits of the

transformations eG, then Wm and Wm are congruent mod G.

Remark 1. In an euclidean space, if G is a translation group, that is, a spécial
isometric transformation group, the Corollary of Theorem 3.2 just coincides with the

congruence theorems according to the mean curvature of H. Hopf and K. Voss ([1],

p. 187; [2], p. 203, p. 207).

Remark 2. In an euclidean space, if we take a central transformation (homothetic
transformation) then, using a polar coordinate System whose origin is the center of
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the transformation, we can arrive at the following case without difficulty

C=l, Q r

where r dénotes the distance between the origin o and a point/?; in this case Theorem
3.2 is nothing but the theorem of A. Aeppli ([3], p. 178).

Hère we emphasize that Theorem 3.2 includes ail the congruence theorems of
closed orientable hypersurfaces in an euclidean space concerning the mean curvature
which hâve already been dealt with by H. Hopf and K. Voss ([1], p. 187; [2], p. 203,

p. 207), and A. Aeppli ([3], p. 178).
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